Synthesis of Facial Images with Lip Motion from Several Real Views
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Abstract

described how the models can be used in local image

The synthesis of facial images by computer graphics
is very important for many applications such as human interface and visual entertainment. The lip motion is an essential factor in synthesizing the image
sequence of conversation. In this paper, we propose a
new method for synthesizing facial images with lip motion.
The key feature of our system is that it does not
need any models of lip motion. Arbitrary lip shapes
are expressed by the combination of several real views.
By using several images with basic lip shapes, facial
image sequence with lip motion in conversation can be
generated well by their linear combination.

search. A kind of statistical model was used in their
work to model the variation of the face shape and it was
t to a new image. Bregler et al. [3] built a parameterized model of the complex \space of lip con guration"
by using machine learning. Their system is given a collection of training images which were used to construct
the model for the lip recognition. Of course, the result
of visual speech recognitions can be used for image synthesis. However, the accurate modeling of lip shape in
visual speech recognitions is often troublesome and it
is dicult to generate a natural lip motion.

We can

say that both of the modeling of lip motion and the
visual speech recognition are not necessary for the lip
image synthesis.
In this paper, we propose a new method that generates natural conversational image sequence with lip

1. Introduction

motions by combination of several real views without
any modeling.

Mukaigawa et al. [5] [6] proposed a

method for synthesizing facial views with arbitrary exIn recent years there has been considerable interest
in the human-computer interface.

pressions from some representative expressions.

We

The applications,

apply this principle to synthesizing lip motions and

such as virtual actors and teleconferencing, require the

show that various conversational image sequences can

techniques of synthesizing realistic facial images which

be generated from the linear combination of several

express the various nuances of facial motion [7].

vowel lip shapes.

To

generate an image sequence of speakers in teleconfer-

There are some related works. For instance, Bregler

encing, it is a very important factor to synthesize nat-

et al. [2] proposed Video-Rewrite which prepares the lip

ural lip motion in conversation.

image sequences for each pronunciation, and switches

In order to describe the lip motions in speech, lip

them by interpolation. Our method has an advantage

models are often used and lip shapes are parameter-

that the image generator needs only a small number of

ized [9]. Many model-based approaches try to recog-

lip images, because the lip images for each pronuncia-

nize the lip shape from a video sequence. For instance,

tion can be synthesized from basic lip images. Bascle et

Cootes et al. [4] developed `Active Shape Models' and

al. [1] presented an approach which tracks head move-

ment and facial expression and makes facial animations

2.2. Texture of Face Images

drawn by lines. Our method can synthesize real facial
images by using texture blending.

In order to synthesize a facial image after the coordinates of feature points are calculated, triangular

2. Expression of Lip Shapes

patches whose vertices are those feature points are created. Textures taken from the base images are mapped

In this section, we show that an arbitrary lip shape
can be synthesized by combining some basic lip shapes.

caused by a drastic deformation of texture. In order

B1 , : : :, Bm be a set of face images, which we

call base images, with di erent lip shape. We assume
that

However, if we take all textures from one base image, the synthesized image will be warped unnaturally
as the lip shape changes. This undesirable warping is

2.1. Determination of Feature Points
Let

to the triangular patches.

n feature points are located on the face, and that

to make full use of the base images, we use texture
blending. In our method, facial images are synthesized
by mapping the blended texture taken from multiple
base images. If the lip shape on the synthesized facial

the correspondences of all feature points among all base

image is similar to that on one base image, the weight

images have been known. We try to synthesize a new

of texture of this base image is set larger, otherwise it

facial image with an arbitrary lip shape from these base

is set smaller.

images.
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as vector
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as shown in Equation (1).
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is decided to be inverse of the distance be-

tween this base image
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If the base images include a

y

sucient variety of lip shapes, ^ and ^ can be approx-

xj and yj as shown

imated by the linear combination of
in Equation (2).
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y^ =

Pmj
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=1

Usually the coordinate vectors

(2)

xj

and

yj

are not

linearly independent and can not be used as bases in
the vector space.

This may cause instability of the

coecients for the linear combination. So here we perform principal component analysis on the coordinate
vectors

x1 ; : : : ; x m

and

y1 ; : : : ; ym

of the set of base

images and get the principal components

P 1; : : : ; P m.
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Y-coordinates of all feature points on a new view with
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and the synthesized image
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Let ^ and ^ be vectors which indicate the X- and
an arbitrary lip shape.

Bj

in the principal component space as illustrated in

Figure 1.
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wj , with P wj = 1.

The texture taken from each base image
blended with a weight parameter

C1

Base images
Synthesized image
C i Coefficients for linear combination
Wi Weight of each base image
Figure 1. Euclid distance in the principal component space

By using those principal components as bases, the effect of noise can also be reduced. With the top

k prin-

cipal components, we can rewrite Equation (2) as the
following:

x^ =
y^ =

Pkj
Pkj

=1

Cjx P j

y j
=1 Cj P

3. Synthesis of Lip Motions
In the sections above, we show that facial images

(3)

with arbitrary lip shape can be synthesized according
to the coecients for the linear combination of several
basic lip shapes. In this section, we discuss about how

to determine these coecients to generate a conversa-

In these experiments, the coordinates of the all feature points are given manually by referring to the

tional image sequence.
In order to determine the sequence of coecients
corresponding to a conversational image sequence, we
use a sample image sequence. In this way, image sequence that has the same lip motion as the sample
sequence can be synthesized by the combination of several base images, as shown in Figure 2.

marks drawn around the lip. This is the simplest approach for tracking the lip motion.

4.1. Experiment A: Using the same person's
sample sequence

Given several feature points on the sample images,

In general we do not know what kind of lip shape

whose number can be less than that of feature points

should be used as base images to synthesize the im-

on the base images, the coecients can be calculated
by Equation(3).

If the number of the feature points

on the sample images is more than that of the base
images, a least square method is used.

ages with arbitrary lip motion.

According to the lip-reading system, the lip shapes
of the

If the actor in base images is the same person as that

Here we present two

methods to select lip shapes used for the base images.
ve vowels A, I, U, E, O in Japanese and the

lip shape of closed mouth considered as phoneme N,

in the sample sequence, we can re-synthesize the same

should be regarded as basic lip shapes [8]. Thus,

image sequence as the sample one by specifying the

of all, we take the images with these six lip shapes,

coecients of each. This is useful for some applications

which are used as base images as shown in Figure 3.

such as image compression and telephotography.
If the actor in base images is a di erent person from
that in sample sequence, we can regenerate a conversa-

rst

On each base image, 32 feature points are detected
manually. Then the triangular patches which have 56
facets are created as shown in Figure 4.

tional sequence of the actor with the same lip motion
as that of the sample person.

This is an important

technique for sound dubbing or virtual actors.

(A)

(I)

(U)

Figure 4. Triangular patches
Figure 5 shows the sample image sequence: \kon-

(E)

(O)

(N)

Figure 3. Base images used for experiment A

nichiwa", which means \hello" in Japanese. On each
sample image, only 10 feature points are detected. The
coecients of linear combination are calculated according to these detected feature points, and the facial im-

4. Experimental Results

age sequence is synthesized as shown in Figure 6. We
can see that lip shapes in conversation can actually be
synthesized from some other lip shapes. Although the
synthesized images are not equal to the sample images

Here we show two experiments on the synthesis of
face images with lip motion from several real views.

exactly, we can `read' what the person is talking about
from the lip motions.

One is performed by using the same person's base im-

Another method for determining a set of base images

ages as the sample images. The other is carried out by

is that we use principal component analysis on some

using base images of di erent person from the sample.

conversational image sequences, and select several top

Sample sequence

Coefficients
Linear
combination
Synthesized
sequence

Several real views
Figure 2. Synthesis of lip motions

Figure 5. Sample image sequence: \konnichiwa"

principal components as the base vectors.

Since the

eigen values corresponding to those top principal components are bigger than the others, we can calculate
the coordinates of feature points with the combination

Table 1. Result of principal component analysis

of only a few base vectors. As an example in our exper-

PRINCIPAL
COMPONENTS

EIGEN VALUE

PROPORT

CUMULATE

iment, we carried out principal component analysis on

1

2499.9

60.88%

60.88%

2

1200.9

29.25%

90.13%

3

108.1

2.63%

92.76%

4

87.5

2.13%

94.89%

5

60.8

1.48%

96.37%

a conversation image sequence:

\ohayougozaimasu",

which means \good morning" in Japanese.

We used

the top four principal components as the base vectors.
Table 1 shows the result of principal component analysis. Figure 7 shows the synthesized images from the
obtained base vectors and selected representative textures.

4.2. Experiment B: Using di erent person's
sample sequence

here an experimental result of synthesizing di erent
person's image sequence from sample images. Figure 8

It should be more interesting and useful in human in-

shows the base images with lip shapes of A, I, U, E, O

terface and entertainment visual system to create a new

and N in Japanese. 52 feature points were marked on

speaker's conversational image sequence.

the face and the triangular patch model has 86 facets.

We present

Figure 6. Synthesized image sequence from 6 base images

Figure 7. Synthesized images from principal components

The sample image sequence is the same conversational

It can be expected that more natural conversational
views can be well synthesized if more base images are

sequence as that used in Experiment A.
In this case, new conversational views generally can

used.

There still remains, however, some questions

not be well synthesized, since di erent person has dif-

such as how to evaluate the synthesized images.

ferent mouth shape and the same feature points can not

though some sub jective evaluations can be done, it can

Al-

be precisely matched. So we use the same coecients in

not totally depend upon if one can accurately `read' out

synthesizing images as that used in Experiment A. Fig-

what the conversational image sequence `says'. Some

ure 9 shows some images from the synthesized conver-

objective evaluation methods can also be used such

sational sequence. Although there are some unnatural

as calculating the errors of 2D coordinates of feature

parts in synthesized images compared with the sample

points between the synthesized views and real conver-

views, we still can `read' what the person is speaking

sational image sequence.

from them.

The dicult task of automatically tracking lip motion without invasive markers also remains an active

5. Discussion

area of research.

We have proposed a method for the synthesis of
conversational image sequence with lip motion.

experimental results show that conversational images
with lip motion can be well synthesized by using linear
combination of several base images without the modeling of lip motions.
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